Stand Up Egg Decorations

Fit 2 pieces of Paper Together
Here's another one you can make yourself. Use heavy cardboard or foam-core. Here's all you do...

Cut 2 identical eggs shapes from heavy paper. Since egg shapes are rounded, you'll need to cut a straight bottom so the pieces will stand up straight. Cut a slit in piece number one from the middle top to the center, and on piece number two from the middle bottom to the center and fit them together. The thicker the paper, the wider the slit needs to be.

Here's an very small example (4 inches high) I made from scrapbook paper. For giant eggs, I suggest using foam core (purchase from craft store or even Wal-Mart) and let some kids or teenagers paint them solid and then add Easter Eggs designs.

You can also use cardboard! Boxes can be cut into egg shapes too!

We recommend using products from home rather than going to the store at this time.